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Many IDEs support an autocomplete feature, which may increase developer productivity by reducing typing requirements and by providing convenient access to relevant information. However, to date, there has been no evaluation of the actual benefit of autocomplete to programmers. We conducted a between-subjects experiment (N=32) using an eye tracker to evaluate the costs and benefits of IDE-based autocomplete features to programmers who use an unfamiliar API. Participants who used autocomplete spent significantly less time reading documentation and got significantly higher scores on our post-study API knowledge test, indicating that it helped them learn more about the API. However, autocomplete did not significantly reduce the number of keystrokes required to finish tasks. We conclude that the primary benefit of autocomplete is in providing information, not in reducing time spent typing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Autocomplete is a feature in integrated development environments (IDEs) that helps programmers write code. When programmers type, autocomplete proposes options in a suggestion box panel showing multiple choices of code that the user may want to insert, which may include a variable name, a method call with parameters inserted, type names, etc.; the choice of order may depend on the IDE. The interface (example shown in fig. 1) also provides a suggestion details panel showing documentation for the selected suggestion. Programmers can scroll in each panel to read and select the one they want. In doing so, the IDE can reduce the time required for typing and also provide hints regarding appropriate completions that the user may have difficulty coming up with on their own. However, the proposed options can also be inappropriate. In those cases, programmers can waste time reading irrelevant options, or worse, insert incorrect code that they later must debug. Autocomplete is popularly used, and therefore worth understanding in depth; Amann et al. [2] found that programmers typically use autocomplete on 87% of the days they need to code.

Our work focuses on evaluating the benefits of autocomplete for all programmers. Prior work has measured the autocomplete in terms of acceptance ratio [3], which is the ratio of the number of times users accepted an autocomplete suggestion to the number of times autocomplete proposed completion options. Hellendoorn et al. [12] found a typical acceptance ratio of 24% and suggested a potential saved typing efforts. However, it is impossible to infer information about the amount of time spent on or saved by autocomplete based on them. In our study, we used an eye tracker to
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Fig. 1. Autocomplete example, showing the suggestion box (at left) and the suggestion details panel (at right) study the amount of time participants spent looking at different parts in the IDE, allowing us to differentiate between time spent studying and reading code and time spent reading documentation.

Even if autocomplete saves programmers time by reducing typing and searching, we hypothesized that it could have a learning impact: perhaps programmers who use autocomplete are less likely to learn key identifiers, such as variable and method names, as well as structural information, such as which methods are supported by classes they rely on, and semantic information about those methods. If true, autocomplete usage could inhibit programmers’ abilities to discuss programs with others or to design software systems appropriately. Likewise, if autocomplete inhibits learning, then perhaps students should program without autocomplete.

We conducted a controlled experiment with 32 participants in which some participants were given an IDE with autocomplete disabled (the control group) and some were given an IDE with autocomplete enabled (the treatment group). Next, we asked participants to complete ten programming tasks involving Gmail’s Java API, with which the participants were unfamiliar. Then, we gave programmers a quiz so that we could compare API learning outcomes across the two groups. Finally, we collected open-ended responses to survey questions.

We considered several research questions whose answers could deepen our understanding of the tradeoffs of autocomplete. We generated a hypothesis for each:

**RQ1**: Does autocomplete affect how productive developers are?

**Hypothesis 1**: Programmers who use autocomplete complete more programming tasks within the fixed duration of the study.

**RQ2**: How does autocomplete usage affect how much developers learn about APIs?

**Hypothesis 2**: Using autocomplete inhibits API learning.

**RQ3**: How does autocomplete usage affect the time spent reading the documentation?

**Hypothesis 3**: Autocomplete reduces the time spent in reading documentation.

**RQ4**: How does autocomplete usage affect the number of keystrokes programmers enter?

**Hypothesis 4**: Autocomplete reduces the number of keystrokes required to complete tasks.

We also considered four exploratory research questions, which do not have associated hypotheses:

**RQ5**: Wang et al. [35] found that the benefit of autocompleted parameters had not been studied. We ask: what is the performance of autocompleted parameters?

**RQ6**: How do the benefits from native speaker status or programming experience compare with the benefits of autocomplete?

**RQ7**: When IDE designers create autocomplete features, they need to choose how many options to show or prioritize. What is the distribution of gaze points over positions in the autocomplete suggestion box?

**RQ8**: What is the relationship between typing speed and programming experience or touch typist status?
Table 1. Research questions and metrics used for assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Questions</th>
<th>Metrics for assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1: Productivity</td>
<td>M1: Number of tasks completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M2: Time spent in finishing each individual task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2: Learning</td>
<td>M1: Quiz scores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M2: Survey responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ3: Documentation reading time</td>
<td>M1: Time spent on each area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ4: Saved typing efforts</td>
<td>M1: Number of keystrokes while programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M2: Measured typing speed (section 3.2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M3: Autocomplete usage info (section 3.2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ5: Parameter autocomplete usage</td>
<td>M1: Autocomplete usage info (section 3.2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M2: Survey responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ6: Influence of native language and programming experience</td>
<td>M1: Quiz score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M2: Number of tasks completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M3: Time spent reading documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ7: Patterns of autocomplete box usage</td>
<td>M1: Raw gaze point distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M2: Autocomplete usage info (section 3.2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ8: Typing speed’s relation to programming and touch typing skills.</td>
<td>M1: Measured typing speed (section 3.2.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each research question, we measure and analyze the data using the metrics mentioned in table 1. At the end of the results section, we present participants’ comments on the autocomplete system in our post-study questionnaire.

**Contributions.** Surprisingly, we found that although autocomplete reduced keystrokes in almost all individual accepted autocomplete sessions (86%), autocomplete did not reduce the total number of keystrokes required to complete tasks. However, autocomplete did significantly reduce the completion time. The mechanism of autocomplete’s success in helping programmers complete tasks was that it reduced the time developers spent reading documentation.

We had hypothesized that autocomplete usage might interfere with learning, since it might inhibit reading and understanding important sections of the documentation. In fact, in addition to helping developers complete tasks faster, autocomplete led to a significant increase in learning as measured by our post-study quiz. We conclude that autocomplete should be used even in educational contexts in which learning is the primary goal in addition to contexts in which productivity is the main objective.

**Implications.** Our focus is on traditional autocomplete for Java programming, but we expect that our results generalize to other languages in which high-fidelity autocomplete options can be provided. As AI-based autocomplete tools, such as Copilot, become more popular, it will be important to re-evaluate the learning implications, since these tools may reduce the cognitive involvement of programmers. However, these tools may also serve as advanced search engines in the same way as autocomplete, enabling quick access to common patterns of API use. The results may also apply to autocomplete in other scenarios, such as search bar suggestions, which may actually serve as tiny search tools on their own.
2 RELATED WORK

Autocomplete. Amlekar et al. [3] compared autocomplete usage across experienced and novice software engineers by analyzing the autocomplete events from 35 volunteers. They found no difference between the two groups and a maximum average autocomplete acceptance ratio of around 25%. Hellendoorn et al. [12] also found a similar acceptance ratio of 24%. They also investigated situations where programmers disagreed with suggestions and the performance of existing autocomplete models. Our study focuses instead on the overall benefit of autocomplete. Also, unlike Hellendoorn et al.’s paper, our study is a controlled study, comparing autocomplete to non-autocomplete.

Wang et al. assessed comments from interviews with experienced programmers [35], finding that programmers expect to use parameter autocomplete features. Our focus is on a quantitative study evaluating the potential benefits of autocomplete.

Various studies [6, 20, 27, 31, 36] propose improvements to autocomplete techniques, such as designing new algorithms and using better datasets, to make autocomplete work more effectively. However, in some cases they lacked data regarding whether and in which situation users benefit from autocomplete. Our approach is to analyze in what ways autocomplete benefits programmers.

AI-assisted autocomplete. Studies have found conflicting results regarding whether GitHub Copilot reduces task completion times. Peng et al. [24] compared the productivity effect of Copilot to a standard IDE with 95 professional programmers and found that the Copilot group completed tasks 55.8% faster; people with less programming experience benefited the most. In contrast, Vaithilingam et al. [32] conducted a study with 24 programmers and 20-minute tasks, finding that Copilot did not improve task completion time. One possible explanation for the discrepancy is that Copilot helps with some kinds of tasks but not with others. Perceptions of productivity may also matter; Ziegler et al. [37] found that the acceptance ratio of copilot suggestions and the number of accepted characters affect how helpful developers believe Copilot is. Our work measures task completion time, documentation reading time, learning, and total keystrokes required, providing a more comprehensive perspective on the impact of completion techniques.

Other studies considered typing burden. Imai found that Copilot reduces programmers’ typing burden but inserts superfluous code that must later be removed manually [15]. Liang et al. [21] also found that Copilot reduces keystrokes but that participants found it potentially annoying and unhelpful in brainstorming potential solutions.

Autocomplete can also be useful in non-programming contexts, such as in messaging completion [22], image completion [19] and data exploration completion [29]. Separate evaluations are appropriate for autocomplete systems in other contexts.

Experimental techniques. Limitations in existing eye tracking software led us to develop our own software. Some existing approaches require artificial limitations while coding [1, 9, 30]; others require setting up a fixed area of interest (AOI) during the experiment [7, 18]. Still others are built on Visual Studio, which is not as popular as VSCode [34] and do not provide a convenient facility for monitoring the areas of views of interest [23, 26]. Finally, our initial testing found that some existing tools, such as iTrace [11] had high latency on the hardware we had available. Our monitoring environment is built on top of VSCode. Unlike other work on API usability [8], which used window focus to monitor participants’ time spent on reading documentation and coding, our approach uses an eye tracker with a split window to detect the region the user is reading. Our method may reduce the influence of requiring keyboard commands to switch windows while coding.

3 METHOD

We conducted a between-subjects experiment in VSCode (Version 1.80.0). In the control condition, participants used VSCode with autocomplete disabled; participants in the treatment condition used standard autocomplete of VSCode (a.k.a. IntelliSense) supported by Language Support for Java(TM) by Red Hat extension (version 1.20.0). We neither encouraged nor discouraged the autocomplete group to use autocomplete. During the experiment, participants were expected to learn how to get information from Gmail using Gmail API for Java. We also used an eye tracker to monitor the region participants were focusing on for the coding part (part 1), as well as the line number that they were looking at inside the autocomplete suggestion box. A complete reproduction package with detailed step-by-step instructions is included in the paper supplement. The study contained four parts as follows.

Part 0: General instructions (15 minutes). Participants were required to read a brief introduction to the experiment and a basic introduction to Gmail API for Java. They were allowed to visit any part of the entire documentation but only four out of 32 participants elected to read beyond the introduction. We explained that participants could ask questions until part 1 started.

Part 1: Coding (110 minutes). We gave 10 coding tasks, each consisting of one method that needed to be completed. Participants had access to documentation and could execute the provided test cases by clicking the check button above each task, using the VSCode command or using a menu button. After clicking check, the result was shown within 20 seconds. Participants were required to run the tests when finishing each task. During development, participants could utilize a faster approach by using the main method in Java, with prefilled test cases provided by us for debugging, returning the result nearly instantly. To complete part 1, participants needed to either finish all ten tasks or run out of time. Participants were allowed to return to earlier tasks. We asked participants to always look at the screen, but participants were permitted to look at the keyboard or take breaks as needed. We did not answer questions about the tasks except for very basic syntax questions, such as how to write an assignment statement; and questions about finding top-level components of the documentation, defined as any header link in the introduction to the experiment page, such as where is the entry to Gmail API’s Javadoc.

Part 2: Quiz (no time limit). Participants were required to finish a 24-question quiz that assessed their knowledge of the Gmail API.

Part 3: Post-study survey (no time limit). Participants were required to complete a survey containing questions related to demographics and autocompletion usage.

Participants and recruitment. We recruited 32 programmers via posters on campus and via interactions with computer science students on campus. Thirty participants self-identified as 1) having at least one year of experience with Java 2) having no previous experience with Gmail API for Java and 3) at least 18 years old. Two participants self-identified in categories 2) and 3), with at least one year of programming experience and having learned Java over at least half of a year recently. Our study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the University of California, San Diego, and all programmers signed a consent form before starting.

1 Two participants misunderstood our instructions and didn’t finish reading the instructions until they formally started part 1; we granted five extra minutes for them to read the instructions before they started part 1.
2 At the time, we understood this to be important for gathering consistent data; in retrospect, it does not appear to have been necessary.
3.1 Experiment description

Environment. The study took place on a laptop computer (Dell Inspiron 15 7567 with Intel i5-7300HQ) running Windows 10 ver. 19045 with an external keyboard (Dell L100), mouse (Logi M170) and 25” monitor (Acer G257HU) with 2048*1152 resolution. A Tobii Eye Tracker 5, a camera-based eye tracker using both eyes to determine gaze position, was attached at the center bottom of the monitor to collect eye movement data. We obtained a sampling rate of around 50 Hz containing filtered gaze data defined by Tobii. Since we did not use a separate fixation algorithm, we refer to this data as raw gaze in this paper. According to Housholder et al. [14], the typical accuracy for the tracker is 1.01°. To provide a comfortable and realistic environment, we did not use a chin rest.

Each participant was required to adjust the seat, calibrate the tracker, align with the center of the screen, and keep an estimated 55 ± 5 centimeters between the screen and their head before starting. We used Tobii Experience to calibrate the tracker and only recalibrated it if the participant left the seat. Then, the participant started the experiment with a pre-configured web-based VSCode instance to finish parts 0 & 1, and used Zoom to record the entire screen for further analysis. After finishing coding tasks, they would be redirected to Qualtrics to finish the rest parts.

To get enough participants while maximizing the possible benefits of autocomplete usage, we selected Java, which is a widely used statically-typed programming language. We asked participants to not use copy and paste to ensure that participants would not merely copy and paste code from the documentation or their previous code. Finally, due to limitations in our eye-tracking software, participants could not change the panel organization of the left panel (coding) or the right panel (documentation) and were required to use the keyboard when interacting with autocomplete suggestions instead of selecting an autocomplete item via mouse click.

To improve external validity and maximize the chances of the non-autocomplete group (which relied on the quality of the documentation), we wanted to base our tasks on a mature API with high-quality documentation. We selected the Gmail API for Java and used its existing documentation from Google.

Documentation. The right panel of the screen showed documentation (fig. 2), consisting of a locally hosted website that provided entries to 1) today’s agenda; 2) a page we wrote that introduced how to use the Gmail API, including one sample usage with an explanation; 3) documentation for ArrayList, Hashtable, and Gmail API from official sites; 4) an official Gmail API introduction and usage samples provided by Google.

Coding Tasks. We designed tasks according to the following criteria:

- Representative of realistic usage of the Gmail API, such as sending email
- Maximize the possibility of using autocomplete based on previous research by Amlekar et. al [3] and Hellendoorn et al.[12]
- Ranged in difficulty from simple to complex based on our estimate of difficulty.

We started with one warm-up task (T0) to help participants get familiar with the environment. In the first and second tasks (T1 and T2), participants needed to build a request using the Gmail API. The solution code for the first task was provided in the documentation. In T3–T7, participants learned different ways to build, send, and use the returned value from the API. For T8–T9, participants needed to use the API to finish some advanced operations, such as getting and filtering recent emails. Tasks after T0 came in pairs so that participants would first use an unfamiliar API and then use that API in some exercises.

3Among 13 participants whose full autocomplete data were analyzed, seven still used mouse clicks to select an autocomplete item, resulting in a total of 14 autocomplete sessions. These sessions accounted for only 1.5% of the 917 total autocomplete sessions they produced. We excluded this data from any analysis related to research questions.
Fig. 2. A sample running environment for programming tasks

**Quiz.** After part 2, we issued a 24-question quiz, graded on a 53-point scale (some questions had multiple components) to assess the knowledge each participant had acquired. Questions fell into three categories, which were not revealed to participants:

- **Understanding** questions (19 points): Understanding the structure of the Gmail API, including the class hierarchy.
- **Memorizing** questions (17 points): Remember the method names and detailed content each class provides.
- **Exploration** questions (17 points): Exploring material that is not strictly required for the tasks to assess what knowledge participants had acquired incidentally while reading or browsing documentation.

Questions were separated into multiple pages and participants could only move forward.

**Post-study survey.** To collect demographic data and subjective comments about autocompletion, participants finished a post-study survey after finishing the quiz.

### 3.2 Data collection and pre-analysis

We conducted the experiment with the web version of VSCode with Extension Pack for Java extension installed to facilitate our development of analysis software. We created a Chrome extension that captured relevant events in the IDE and communicated with a C#-based server process we created, which communicated with the eye tracker and recorded data, using Chrome’s *native messaging host* feature. We found this approach to be more reliable and provide lower latency than using a network-based approach. Participants used a custom extension we created for VSCode that added a *check* button, which participants used to run test cases that we provided. In the following subsections, we describe how we computed per-task development time, typing speed, time spent on each area, eye validity data, autocomplete usage info, and eye gaze distribution over the autocomplete box.

3.2.1 **Per-task development time.** We analyzed screen recordings to compute task times. We measured from the moment the participant’s cursor moved into the task area, which we counted as the start time, until the participant correctly completed the task and clicked *check*, which we counted as the end time. All tasks were situated in one file, so because our recording mechanism created only one recording per participant for all tasks, and participants were permitted to navigate freely among tasks, we needed to compute task times manually. By determining these start and end times manually, we also excluded time spent after correct completion, e.g., if participants refactored their code after completing a task.

For participants who returned to earlier tasks rather than completing all tasks in order, the time is the sum of the times of all sessions in which participants worked on the task. As with the first session, each later session of a task was considered to start when the mouse moved into the task area and the code panel did not scroll for five seconds. Each session ended when the mouse left the area and the code panel did not scroll for five seconds. We did not consider the corresponding session to end in the following scenarios: 1) removing lines in another task, which made the file fail to compile; 2) scrolling, not staying in any task for five seconds, and returning to the original task afterward.

3.2.2 **Typing speed.** To estimate participants’ typing speed, one quiz question asked participants to type a line of code as fast as they could. We embedded JavaScript code into the quiz implementation on Qualtrics to monitor the time participants spent typing, defined as the interval from when participants started typing to when they typed the last character. If the input box loses focus and then regains it, such as when participants click somewhere outside the input box and then return to typing, another typing session would be initiated. The final total typing time is the summation of all sessions. We calculated typing speed by dividing the total number of characters (at least 120) by the number of milliseconds spent, thus including time imposed by fixing typing errors.

3.2.3 **Time spent on each area.** To analyze how autocomplete affects the time spent reading documentation (RQ3), we estimated the time participants spent looking at each area on the screen: the documentation area, the coding area, and the terminal area.

The VSCode window was split horizontally into parts for coding and documentation, with the coding panel occupying 52% of the width on the left. A resizable terminal component was available below. When autocomplete appeared (as in fig. 2), its interface was opaque and obscured other components. Our Chrome extension tracked the terminal view’s size and the position of the autocomplete popups while keeping the server updated.

To estimate the time spent on each area, our software recorded the categorized position data on which participants focused: left panel, right panel, or terminal area. The autocomplete view is opaque and, when it appears, can obscure part of all three areas. We attributed any raw gaze that fell on autocomplete components to the left panel because autocomplete only appears while programming. To estimate the duration, we first built a series of sessions, where each session contains consecutive valid eye data points in one area. Then, we removed any sessions that were shorter than 225 ms, based on prior work showing that users need an average of at least 225 ms to formulate a meaningful reading event under silent reading mode [28]. Then, the total duration in each area is the sum of the durations of all valid sessions corresponding to each area.

*Estimated time spent looking at autocomplete elements.* For analytic purposes, we wanted to consider time spent looking at autocomplete as time spent reading documentation, even though we had previously included it in coding time. Estimated time spent looking at autocomplete elements includes time spent on looking at the *suggestion box* and *suggestion details*. Both are defined as the time the user’s raw gaze leaves each area minus the time the user’s raw gaze enters the area. As
recommended by Goldberg et al. and Holmqvist et al. [10, 13], we determined the area with two changeable areas of interest (AOI) formulated as shown in fig. 3, considering the possible vertical drift, the area in which autocompletes normally show up, and the eye tracker performance that we observed. Figure 3 shows a boundary example.

We first built a series of sessions, where each session contains consecutive valid raw gaze points in each area. Prior work [16] showed that even short glances might be useful for acquiring information, so in contrast with estimating time spent in the three major areas (left, right, terminal), we wanted to consider even short glances at autocomplete. Therefore, we summed up all autocomplete gaze sessions over all areas because the minimal duration of a glance is less than 100 ms [16, 33].

**Documentation reading time.** We define the duration of focusing on the documentation area as the time from when the user’s raw eye gaze enters the documentation area to when it leaves the documentation area, with a minimum duration of 225 ms [28]. The time also includes the estimated time spent looking at autocomplete elements, considering that the content from any autocomplete components also serves as a form of documentation. When calculating the estimation, it is the summation of time spent on the right panel and the estimated time spent looking at autocomplete elements.

**Coding time.** We define the duration of focusing on the coding area as the time from when the user’s raw eye gaze enters the coding area to when it leaves the coding area, with a minimum duration of 225 ms. When calculating the estimation, we subtract the estimated time spent looking at autocomplete elements from the time spent on the left panel.

**Terminal time.** We define the duration of focusing on the terminal area as the time from when the user’s raw eye gaze enters the terminal area to when it leaves the terminal area, with a minimum duration of 225 ms.

3.2.4 **Eye validity data.** We collected eye data validity information so we could analyze how effective our eye tracker was. We computed eye validity ratio, the number of valid gaze points divided by the total gaze points; both sets of data were provided by the eye tracker.

3.2.5 **Autocomplete usage info.** To find evidence regarding RQ4, RQ5, & RQ7, our Chrome extension recorded each autocomplete session for the group that used autocomplete. To ensure correctness, we extracted Final content and Autocompleted parameter usage from each recorded session manually afterward.

- **Final content:** The final content the user typed or selected (extracted manually).
• **Autocompleted parameter usage:** Whether the user modified the autocompleted parameter after acceptance (extracted manually).
• **Acceptance status:** Whether the user accepted the autocomplete session with the `enter` or `tab` keys (captured automatically).

### 3.2.6 Eye gaze point distribution over the autocomplete box

To analyze the gaze distribution over the autocomplete suggestion box (RQ7), we collected the y-axis offset within the suggestion box for each gaze point that fell within the box.

## 4 RESULTS

We randomly assigned participants to conditions using block randomization with size two. Among the 32 participants, four (two from each condition) were excluded from the analysis except for their post-study survey results because they completed fewer than four tasks, indicating substantially weaker programming skills.

We analyzed the data with a collection of JavaScript and Java scripts (provided in the paper supplement), Excel, and JMP Pro 17.1. To confirm that both groups had similar kinds of participants, we first analyzed the distribution of previous experience. A Wilcoxon test does not show a significant difference in coding experience ($p \approx 0.63$) between the autocomplete group ($M \approx 6.6, SD \approx 4.6, \text{median} = 5$) and the group without autocomplete ($M \approx 5.3, SD \approx 2.1, \text{median} = 5$). A chi-squared test also does not show a significant difference between the two groups ($p \approx 0.25$) regarding the use of English as a native language. In the autocomplete group, 5 out of 14 participants reported English as their native language. In the without autocomplete group, 8 out of 14 participants reported English as their native language. All participants are or used to be students in a US university. Among all participants, a chi-squared test shows no significant difference ($p=0.49$) in degree and professional status between the autocomplete group (4 MS, 2 Ph.D., and 8 undergraduate) and without autocomplete group (6 MS, 1 Ph.D., 1 software engineer, and 6 undergraduate). We also compared eye validity measurements and did not find a significant difference across conditions ($p \approx 0.91$) using ANOVA. Figure 4 shows the distribution of eye validity; for 23 participants (82%), eye validity was at least 90%. In addition, we found an autocomplete acceptance ratio of 30%, which is comparable to that observed in prior studies [3, 12].

### 4.1 RQ1: Does autocomplete affect how productive developers are?

**Hypothesis 1:** Programmers who use autocomplete complete more programming tasks within the fixed duration of the study.

If autocomplete helps programmers complete tasks in less time, then given the fixed total time of our study, it should enable participants to complete more tasks. Figure 6 shows a violin plot of the number of tasks participants finished in each condition. A Wilcoxon Two-Sample test does not show a significant effect of autocomplete on the number of tasks finished ($p \approx 0.11$).

Because we found an insignificant result of the number of tasks finished across conditions, we also considered the time participants spent on each task as defined in section 3.2. Figure 5 shows a violin plot of the task time distributions. Due to nonlinearity of completion times, we log-transformed the times before analysis. Using a Restricted Maximum Likelihood (REML) approach with a fixed effect for completion time and a random effect for the task, we found a significant difference...
(p < 0.0001) across conditions with $R^2 \approx 0.54$. A parameter estimation shows participants who used autocomplete are 8.2% faster than the group without autocomplete.

4.2 RQ2: How does autocomplete usage affect how much developers learn about APIs?

**Hypothesis 2:** Using autocomplete inhibits API learning.

When proposing completions, the autocomplete user interface only shows part of the documentation. We hypothesized that autocomplete could inhibit learning for its users compared with users who only have access to the regular documentation interface.

To test this hypothesis, we gave participants a quiz after they finished the tasks. We first analyzed the relationship between autocomplete usage and score $[F(1, 26) \approx 8.3, p \approx 0.0079, d = 1.1]$ using ANOVA. Figure 7 shows the result. Although we found a significant effect of autocomplete on learning, its direction was opposite our prediction: in fact, autocomplete promotes learning. On average, participants who used autocomplete ($M \approx 38, SD \approx 1.3$) got 5.4 points more than the group without autocomplete ($M \approx 32, SD \approx 1.3$).

As discussed in section 3.1, all questions were designed to belong to one of three categories, 1) Understanding questions, 2) Memorizing questions, and 3) Exploration questions. We further analyzed the relationship between autocomplete usage and score in each category.

We found a significant relationship between autocomplete and performance on understanding questions ($p \approx 0.024$). Because the scores for understanding questions were not normally distributed, we used the Wilcoxon Two-Sample Test to analyze them. Participants who used autocomplete ($M \approx 14, SD \approx 2.2$) averaged 2.3 more points than the group without autocomplete ($M \approx 12, SD \approx 3.0$).

An ANOVA test on exploration questions gave a significant result $[F(1, 26) \approx 6.0, p \approx 0.021, d = 0.93]$. On average, participants who used autocomplete ($M \approx 11, SD \approx 2.0$) got 2.2 points more than the group without autocomplete ($M \approx 8.6, SD \approx 2.7$).

An ANOVA test did not show a significant effect of autocomplete on memorizing questions $[F(1, 26) \approx 1.7, p \approx 0.20, d = 0.50]$. On average, participants who used autocomplete ($M \approx 13, SD \approx 1.8$) got 0.91 points more than the group without autocomplete ($M \approx 12, SD \approx 1.9$).

We also asked participants for their opinions on whether autocomplete influences learning in general. We manually classified each free-response answer as promoting learning, inhibiting learn-
Table 2. Beliefs about how autocomplete influences learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inhibits learning</th>
<th>No effect</th>
<th>Promotes learning</th>
<th>Unsure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 (16%)</td>
<td>3 (9.4%)</td>
<td>19 (59%)</td>
<td>3 (9.4%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion. We were surprised that autocomplete promotes learning instead of inhibiting learning. Autocomplete’s benefit in learning is likely because it provides convenient search: it includes only APIs that match the prefix the user entered. Although the suggestion details box does not provide a complete perspective, overall it seems to be more effective in terms of time.

The overall quiz score is consistent with the survey response showing autocomplete is helpful in learning. The quiz score for Exploration questions is somehow consistent with RQ1 suggesting autocomplete could help programmers explore more functionality in a limited time, thus learning more efficiently. The quiz score for Understanding questions shows autocomplete helps programmers understand the structure of a library. It is not a surprise that no significant differences in quiz scores for Memorizing questions are observed because Memorizing questions are in some sense assessing exactly what participants did.

4.3 RQ3: How does autocomplete usage affect the time spent reading the documentation?

**Hypothesis 3:** Autocomplete reduces the time spent in reading documentation.

![Graphs showing reading and coding durations](image-url)

Fig. 8. Reading and coding durations
Coding time. We also analyzed whether autocomplete affected time spent on other areas, first by considering the code region. The estimated coding time excludes any estimated time spent looking at autocomplete elements, as described in section 3.2 We did not find a significant effect of autocomplete on the coding duration \[ F(1, 25) \approx 1.6, p \approx 0.22, d = 0.48 \] using ANOVA. The distribution is shown in fig. 8(b). Comparing means, the autocomplete group \( M \approx 46\text{min.}, SD \approx 3.2\text{min.} \) spent 4.9 minutes less than the non-autocomplete group \( M \approx 52\text{min.}, SD \approx 3.1\text{min.} \).

Terminal time. We did not find a significant effect of autocomplete on total terminal duration \[ F(1, 26) \approx 0.055, p \approx 0.82, d = 0.089 \] using ANOVA. Comparing means, the autocomplete group \( M \approx 5.8\text{min.}, SD \approx 0.72\text{min.} \) spent 14 fewer seconds \( M \approx 6.0\text{min.}, SD \approx 0.72\text{min.} \).

Limitations. Our time estimation relies on the duration of raw gaze points without fixations, which could lead to inaccuracies in determining the actual duration people spend on each area of the screen. A more advanced eye tracker with the appropriate capabilities could yield better results and deepen our understanding of the cognitive behavior behind it.

Our method of estimating documentation reading and coding times (in which we considered even glances at autocomplete to represent documentation reading) could have introduced a bias toward longer documentation reading times for autocomplete users. However, since we found that autocomplete users spent less time reading documentation than non-autocomplete users, the effect of any bias does not appear to have been significant. Our approach may also have underestimated the time spent coding for autocomplete users. However, we believe that any effect of this was negligible compared to the difference between means (4.9 minutes).

4.4 RQ4: How does autocomplete usage affect the number of keystrokes programmers enter?

Hypothesis 4: Autocomplete reduces the number of keystrokes required to complete tasks.

We analyzed this hypothesis in three ways. First, we considered the number of keystrokes saved in each accepted autocomplete session compared to typing the text that autocomplete inserted. Second, we estimated how much typing time autocomplete saved in each session by considering each participant’s typing speed collected from the quiz with monitoring tools as described in section 3.2. Finally, we compared the total number of keystrokes across conditions.

For each autocomplete session that a participant accepted (via enter or tab), we manually extracted the final text entered by autocomplete, which included any automated parameter suggestions regardless of participants’ final acceptance, to obtain a length in characters \( M = 9.1, SD = 4.3 \). We also collected any keystrokes that happened during each autocompletion session. We computed saved keystrokes as the final word length minus the number of typed characters. Autocomplete can also cost typing, resulting in negative values. The distribution of the result is shown in fig. 9(a); autocomplete most often saves three to six characters. Autocomplete reduced keystrokes in 1254 sessions (86%).

We then estimated how much typing time autocomplete saved. We multiplied each participant’s code typing speed (section 3.2.2) by the number of characters they avoided typing. Then, we subtracted the estimated time spent looking at autocomplete elements. The distribution of the result is shown in fig. 9(b). Typically, when autocomplete saved time, it saved less than two seconds. Overall, autocomplete reduced time in 1147 sessions (79%).
Comparing the total number of keystrokes across experimental conditions (shown in fig. 10), we did not observe a significant effect of autocomplete \( F(1, 25) \approx 0.22, p \approx 0.65, d = 0.18 \) on the number of keystrokes using ANOVA.

**Discussion.** Our finding that autocomplete did not reduce the number of keystrokes contradicts previous research [12] that suggested autocomplete would reduce keystrokes. This also appears to contrast with fig. 9, which shows that 85% of the participants appear to have saved typing. There are two possible reasons: 1) we did not monitor programmer behavior after they accepted suggestions, so they may eventually have undone the insertion; 2) programmers might waste keystrokes exploring options in rejected autocomplete sessions. In general, acceptance can result in additional work for programmers, such as removing parameter autocomplete content. Hence, we believe comparing total task keystrokes is a more robust approach than considering sessions individually.

We initially considered the possibility that some participants did not use autocomplete enough for us to observe an effect, so we considered the correlation of the number of autocompletion sessions, personal preference for autocomplete, and the coding time with the number of keystrokes \( F(3, 8) \approx 11, p \approx 0.0037 \) using ANOVA (we included the coding time because longer task time may suggest more typing required, regardless of autocomplete). The number of autocompletion sessions had a significant positive relationship (\( p < 0.001, \eta^2 \approx 0.70 \)) with the number of keystrokes, but the coding time (\( p \approx 0.38, \eta^2 \approx 0.022 \)) and personal preference (\( p \approx 0.99, \eta^2 \approx 0 \)) did not: more autocompletion events correlated with more keystrokes.

If autocomplete helps improve productivity, it appears that reducing time typing is not the primary mechanism when learning new API. Instead, our interpretation is that when autocomplete reduces task time, it does so by reducing reading time. This corresponds with our results for RQ3 regarding whether autocomplete reduces reading time.

Because our analysis subtracts the estimated time spent looking at autocomplete elements, our estimated saved time could be inaccurate for users who type while looking at autocomplete. However, we expect these users will just type instead of accepting autocomplete’s suggestion, so we do not believe these cases were included in the analysis.

**4.5 RQ5: What is the performance of the autocomplete for parameters?**

When autocompleting a method call, parameter autocomplete inserts a suggestion for each parameter. We observed 1457 total instances of parameter autocomplete. We classified each autocomplete session that participants accepted, studying what changes the participant eventually made for each parameter. 64% of accepted autocomplete suggestions were for method calls, in contrast to cases...
where parameter autocomplete does not exist, such as autocompleting a local variable. 17% of all accepted autocomplete sessions included parameters.

Among autocomplete sessions in which autocomplete completed parameters, participants accepted all parameters 17% of the time; only some parameters 20% of the time; and no parameters 63% of the time.

**Discussion.** Participants accepted at least some parameters 37% of the time; compared with the 30% acceptance rate for autocomplete in general, parameter autocomplete appears to be at least as worthwhile. However, unlike with normal autocomplete, programmers must accept parameters if they choose an option that includes them. This might suggest parameter autocomplete would require a higher acceptance rate to satisfy users.

Our participants felt that autocompleted parameters were more useful than average (fig. 12). Some participants also appreciated that autocompleted parameters provide hints regarding the parameter type to use, such as `String` or `Integer`.

### 4.6 RQ6: How do the benefits from native speaker status or programming experience compare with the benefits of autocomplete?

Potential benefits from native speaker status or programming experience include enhancing the learning process; increasing the number of tasks finished in a fixed amount of time; and reducing time spent in reading. We were interested in comparing the influence of autocomplete to the influence of programming experience, defined as the number of years in programming, and native English speaker status, defined according to the first language participants learned at birth (since the task involved significant work reading English documentation).

**Learning.** To understand how relevant factors contribute to learning, we constructed a least-squares linear regression model predicting quiz scores from programming experience, native English speaker status, and the use of autocomplete and investigated the influence of those three factors \([F(3, 24) \approx 6.2, p \approx 0.0030] \). A parameter estimation shows each year of programming experience corresponded with 0.65 additional points, a 1.9% improvement relative to the average score of 34.8 points on the quiz \((p \approx 0.028, \eta^2 \approx 0.13)\); autocomplete contributed 4.7 points, a 14.5% improvement \((p \approx 0.016, \eta^2 \approx 0.16)\); native language of English also contributed 0.85 points, a 2.4% improvement \((p \approx 0.66, \eta^2 \approx 0.0050)\). Thus, autocomplete’s benefit on quiz scores was similar to 7.2 years of coding experience.

**Number of tasks completed.** Next, to understand what factors related to the number of tasks participants completed, we constructed a least-squares linear regression model predicting the number of tasks finished from programming experience, native English speaker status, and the use of autocomplete \([F(3, 24) \approx 3.4, p \approx 0.033] \). A parameter estimation shows each year of programming experience corresponded with finishing 0.15 more tasks, a 1.8% improvement relative to the average of 8.4 tasks completed \((p \approx 0.17, \eta^2 \approx 0.058)\); autocomplete corresponded with finishing 1.2 more tasks, a 15% improvement \((p \approx 0.091, \eta^2 \approx 0.090)\); the native language of English corresponded with finishing 1.0 more tasks, a 13% improvement \((p \approx 0.19, \eta^2 \approx 0.053)\). Thus, the influence of autocomplete on the number of tasks completed was approximately equivalent to 8.0 years of programming experience.

**Reading time.** Finally, we constructed another least-squares linear regression model predicting the time spent reading from programming experience, native English speaker status, and the use of autocomplete \([F(3, 23) \approx 9.6, p \approx 0.0003] \). Each year of programming experience corresponded with spending 0.97 fewer minutes in reading, a 3.7% improvement relative to the average of 26 minutes \((p \approx 0.076, \eta^2 \approx 0.066)\); autocomplete corresponded with spending 15 fewer minutes
reading, a 44% improvement ($p \approx 0.0003, \eta^2 \approx 0.34$); native language of English corresponded with 1.5 fewer minutes reading, a 6.2% improvement ($p \approx 0.68, \eta^2 \approx 0.0034$). Thus, autocomplete’s benefit on reading time is similar to 15 years of programming experience. The benefits of using English as the native language were similar to having two years of programming experience.

Discussion. Having a native language of English appears to have benefits for programmers. Further study is required to understand the mechanism more fully and identify mitigation approaches. Providing native-language documentation could reduce reading time, which could enable more tasks to be completed. It could also directly improve learning. Another possible explanation is that native English status correlates with a third variable that we have not identified, such as the quality of previous programming experience. We also did not capture any potential effect of having a native language other than English but belonging to the Indo-European language family.

4.7 RQ7: What is the distribution of gaze points over positions in the autocomplete suggestion box?

Considering the differences between reading text (for which a more complex solution to map gaze points to lines of text is beneficial) and reading autocomplete options, we used the most basic *attach algorithm* [5], which maps each gaze point to its closest line index based on the raw gaze data collected as described in section 3.2. The result is shown in fig. 11. We excluded any gaze that was vertically outside of the suggestion box area.

We counted all valid raw gaze from all sessions in which the suggestion list contained at least 12 suggestions. The result is shown in fig. 11. Overall, the number of gaze points decreased gradually before line 7, with the first line containing the most gaze points (16%).

![Fig. 11. Distribution of gaze points over autocomplete option indices. The image at left is shown as a sample; the counts at right show total gaze points over the course of the study.](image)

Discussion. Because we strictly applied the *attach algorithm* and were limited by the quality of our eye tracker, we excluded a large amount of data ($M \approx 40\%, SD \approx 14\%, \text{median} = 36\%)$. However, the remaining data give a useful picture of how participants read the autocomplete options.

Because our tasks require participants to use unfamiliar APIs, this distribution represents mostly the case when programmers face unfamiliar material, especially for the distribution after line 5. This might not represent the autocomplete focusing distribution in the average case or when participants are more familiar with the content.

4.8 RQ8: What is the relationship between typing speed and programming experience or touch typist status?

We estimated participants’ typing speed according to the method described in section 3.2.2. An ANOVA test shows programming experience has a significant correlation with typing speed.
Parameter estimation suggests programmers type 0.176 characters faster per second for every year of programming experience.

Typing speed was not normally distributed, so we used a Wilcoxon two-sample test to analyze the relationship between touch typist status and typing speed, obtaining a \( p \approx 0.033 \). However, since both tests use typing speed as the dependent variable, a Bonferroni correction is necessary. So, the p-value is only significant if it is less than 0.05/2 = 0.025. Hence the touch typing relationship with typing speed is not significant but programming experience has a significant correlation with typing speed.

4.9 Post-study questionnaire results and discussion

In addition to all quantitative data, we also set up a post-study survey and collected various qualitative data. We conducted open coding on the responses and found a variety of different opinions about the benefits of autocomplete.

**How useful is autocomplete in each of the following situations?** Figure 12 shows participants’ opinions on how useful autocomplete is in each context (as defined by VSCode) applicable to Java. Each item is formulated as a 5-point Likert-scale question and includes an example of the context to which the item pertained.

Snippets are predefined code templates for language constructs, such as for each. Snippets were rated as the least useful item. Consistent with responses in other parts of the survey, participants reported that properties, attributes, methods, functions, variables, and constants were useful. Some participants suggested autocomplete to be extremely useful for long variable names. Some participants also suggested changing the order of the suggestion content so that user-defined variables and functions always show on the top.

Participants also reported that suggestion details, parameter autocomplete, and classes were useful. The positive responses were consistent with our result in the previous hypothesis showing autocomplete reduces reading time and helps in completing parameters.

**In what situations is autocomplete helpful or unhelpful?** We asked two questions about in which situation participants felt autocomplete to be helpful or unhelpful, respectively. Figure 13 shows the result. Most of the participants agreed that autocomplete reduces workload or helps them...
get familiar with unfamiliar contexts. In terms of reducing workload, most of the participants thought autocomplete reduces the time they need to check the documentation so they can just focus on the logic of finishing each task. Some other participants thought autocomplete would save time or reduce typing effort. Some participants also suggested it helps do repeat work and reduce memorization.

For exploring unfamiliar contexts, most people agreed that autocomplete is useful when using a new library and exploring the name and functionality of each method in it. Some participants thought autocomplete could help them find valid methods but that documentation did a bad job conveying this information. Some participants argued that autocomplete would help them use a new language or switch to another language.

Six (19%) participants thought autocomplete was always helpful and did not provide any comments on the cases where autocomplete is unhelpful. For the other participants, most people thought autocomplete is unhelpful in providing appropriate content. This includes providing incorrect suggestions, providing suggestions in an undesired order, providing too much irrelevant information, and providing inconsistent experience, such as the location or suggestion content, across different IDEs. Eight (25%) participants thought autocomplete might be distracting or annoying due to providing inappropriate content.

Even though we asked them to respond to the questions in general, participants’ responses could have been influenced by their experience in our quizzes and coding tasks. This might explain why most people thought it was useful in exploring unfamiliar contexts but not too many thought of writing better code.

**Recommendations for autocomplete features.** We had one additional question asking participants to provide any possible improvements to the current autocomplete tool. Themes we observed are shown in fig. 14.

Among all responses, 5 (16%) participants did not provide any comments suggesting the current autocomplete tool is good enough. In the others, 19 participants suggested multiple ways to improve suggestion content, such as using intelligent suggestions and providing more relevant results. Ten participants suggested the suggested details should include more sample codes or links to online resources. Three participants suggested different ways to invoke the
autocomplete, such as using a tab, supporting fuzzy search, or the time in providing automatic suggestions, such as showing suggestions while filling in the parameter.

**Recommend people to use autocomplete or not using autocomplete.** We then have two questions asking participants to recommend and not recommend the type of people to use autocomplete. Results are shown in fig. 15. Participants generally agreed that all programmers who have at least a basic programming background should use autocomplete. Responses also indicated that experienced programmers and those working with complex codebases should use autocomplete more often.

Regarding in what contexts people should use autocomplete (fig. 15(b)), eight (25%) participants suggested everyone should always use autocomplete, thus they were excluded from fig. 15(b). Three participants suggested people who are working on a simple project or the context of the project is simple should not use autocomplete. Ten participants also suggested various situations in which people should not use autocomplete, such as in a certain environment, e.g. exam, on a slow computer, understanding what they need to write before starting, people who just want to guess the correct API, or people who want to memorize everything.

We were surprised about the disagreement regarding whether beginners should use autocomplete: six participants suggested beginners should use it but 14 suggested beginners should not use it. The group that suggested beginners should not use autocomplete focused more on early-stage beginners. Combining this with our results, it would appear that autocomplete is likely beneficial for all but the earliest-stage beginners.

![Bar chart](chart.png)

**Fig. 15. (a) Who should use autocomplete? (b) Who should NOT use autocomplete?**

5 **LIMITATIONS**

Our study focused on Java; future work may be needed to assess how the results apply to other languages. Also, our tasks were limited in scope and duration; future studies could investigate the benefits of autocomplete in a longitudinal setting. Our participants were mostly students; it is possible that professionals could obtain different benefits from using autocomplete than students. Finally, our focus was on usage of autocomplete with an unfamiliar API; the implications of autocomplete could be different for APIs with which users are familiar.

We were limited in the amount and precision of data that our eye tracker could capture. We did not compute fixations due to the limitations of our eye tracker (such as the inability to record specific raw points, allowing access only to raw data points). However, a fixation-based analysis might have yielded better data, for instance, for fig. 11. Additionally, our eye tracker’s limitations prevented us from conducting a higher-level evaluation of the eye-tracking data, and we did not track edits. Instead, we tracked gaze in relevant screen regions. Tracking across the entire screen...
could potentially provide a deeper understanding of programmers’ eye movements during coding with autocomplete. In addition, our eye tracker does not provide recalibration functionality or the ability to access the calibration report at any time. A more advanced eye tracker with the ability to recalibrate could yield more accurate results. However, these limitations apply only to RQ7 and, to a lesser extent, RQ3 and RQ6; the remaining results do not rely on eye tracker results.

Our web-based IDE introduced some latency (up to 300 ms) in offering autocomplete suggestions, particularly for participants who typed quickly. A faster autocomplete system could be more beneficial for users. However, we were able to show significant benefits of autocomplete even with this delay, so we think our system’s latency was not a significant limitation in our study.

We did not allow participants to use any external resources so that we could collect accurate eye-tracking data for the entire experiment, but two participants expressed that this restriction was unrealistic. However, this restriction was the same between experimental groups, so it did not affect our analysis. Likewise, we disallowed copy/paste, which is unrealistic. However, only one participant complained about this.

Our experiment concerned only one IDE and language; other IDEs and languages may have different autocomplete tradeoffs. However, most IDEs have very similar autocomplete features. Eclipse, like VSCode, shows suggestions as well as documentation. IntelliJ has a similar interface but lacks the suggestion details box. XCode is similar but shows documentation below the suggestions instead of at the right. Support for languages may differ; for example, statically-typed languages generally support better autocomplete than dynamically-typed languages. Further study may be needed for dynamically-typed languages.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Although it has been widely assumed that autocomplete reduces programmers’ keyboard burden, surprisingly, we did not observe this in our study. In contrast, autocomplete enabled programmers to learn an unfamiliar API more successfully and reduced the amount of time they spent reading documentation. We conclude that the primary benefit of autocomplete is providing convenient access to relevant documentation, enabling programmers to learn more effectively.

Some authors expect that more advanced forms of autocomplete, such as Copilot, might inhibit learning [4, 25]. Our finding that autocomplete promotes learning may suggest that more advanced systems could promote learning as well.

AI-based tools, such as Copilot, appear to be the future of autocomplete features. Future work should clearly investigate the learning effects of these more advanced code generation tools. Even so, traditional autocomplete may still be beneficial in certain cases. Proprietary code or APIs with only limited use may not produce a large enough training set to train a language model. Simpler autocomplete features may be less intrusive and less distracting than features that emit very large completion suggestions. Finally, autocomplete may lead a stronger sense of ownership of the resulting code than AI-based code generators, affecting how people feel about the programs they write.

Our study did not consider the order of showing autocomplete suggestions or how many suggestions to show; these aspects could also be investigated in future work. Likewise, further research is needed to understand which attributes of programming assistants could facilitate learning and which might inhibit it.

7 DATA AVAILABILITY

A replication package, data from the study, and analysis scripts are available in the ACM Digital Library [17].
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